The existing Lecture Hall 2 is now almost non-existent. Concrete munching took place earlier in the week and with the main exterior wall and roof removed from Lecture Hall 2 the demolition work at the lower level of the building could be completed and the debris is swiftly removed. Demolition work inside the other lecture halls will continue next week as well as the demolition of the rotunda area.

This week’s photo (see attached) was taken with the ultimate selfie stick; also known as a drone. Our demolition contractor used his techno-toy to shoot some cool motion video of the demolition as well as some still photos. Yes, he has another possession that I want.

I’ve heard orientation activities start taking place tomorrow. Any coincidence that tomorrow’s orientation is also on “International Talk Like a Pirate Day”? Yes, the world has become so progressive that talking like a pirate has become multi-cultural.

Cheers,
Tim